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I write this editorial as the fuel
crisis is coming to an end, and I
wonder how many of you were
caught on the hop and ended up
having to curtail your activities
due to a shortage of fuel in your
car!

No one could have predicted
the chaos that resulted and how
many of us were affected in one
way or another? Unfortunately 
for my children, I had just enough
to manage to get them to school
and back – they saw it as a great
opportunity to have an early half
term having only just finished 
their long summer holidays! 

I decided to put the negative
news into a positive action and,
restricted to the house I decided 
to start making my Christmas
cards rather earlier than usual. In
fact I managed to complete quite 
a few and thoroughly enjoyed 
the exercise! However, I hope 
this is just the start as there are 
several new and exciting ideas for
Christmas cards I intend to try in
this edition of the magazine.

Popular hobbies are utilised
with fimo in Snow Scenes, quilling
in Pillar Box Robin, parchment
craft in Embossed Tree, cross stitch
in Sleighing Snowman and First

Christmas and some beautiful new
3D découpage candle and wreath
designs. 

Glass painting is so attractive
and well suited to card making,
especially in our new double aper-
ture cards. Perfect Puddings and
Painted Window provide two new
bright and cheerful designs. Yet
again, ingenuity triumphs - this
time in the form of a tomato puree
tube in Holly Spray! Three other
lovely cards use odds and scraps
with great effect in Toy Soldier,
Ribbon Greetings and Tree Time.

Whilst Christmas is still some
time away, autumnal weather
seems to be here with the rich
colours of the season, reflected in
Harvest Fields and Lovely Leaves. 

As usual we have two design-
er profiles - Lygia Jacobs who 
illustrates a true talent in her
delightfully delicate array of dried
flower cards and Christine Stokes
whose road to discovering her
artistic ability will strike a chord
with many readers! Christine’s
beautiful, brightly coloured silk
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painting cards are an inspiration
and illustrate  the therapeutic 
benefits such creativity can bring.

Constellations is the first in a
series of articles on birth signs –
this idea is so simple and effective
– it’s bound to be a very popular
success. Once the birth sign is
established, then there’s the 
christening and this too is catered
for in Quilled Occasions!

Once again we have splendid
gallery to share with you and a
good selection of letters. Do keep
these coming in – they certainly
make the Craft Creations magazine
the popular success it is today.

Must dash now to catch some
of the Olympic games and who
knows, if I burn the midnight oil 
to watch the events live, I may
even complete a few extra cards 
at the same time!

Best wishes,

Jane Chiodini.



Holly Spray
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By Anne Gavaghan
I have made the gold holly leaves on my card

from the inside of a tomato puree tube. It is 
possible to buy thin sheets of metal to use for 
this technique or perhaps you have your own
idea for recycling another item.

Materials Required:
Tomato puree tube.
Raffia covered wire 40cm approx.
5 Red berries on wires.
Light Recycled corrugated card 11cm x 15cm.
Embossing tool and mat.
Old scissors.
Tracing paper.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP48G Deep Green/Gold 
Happy Christmas.

To Make The Card:
Trace over the holly leaf diagrams. Place the

washed tube printed side up onto the embossing
mat. Position one of the traced leaves onto the
foil and lightly emboss over the line. Position the

next leaf onto the foil and repeat. Once you 
have embossed all the leaves remove the tracing

and emboss over the lines again to
deepen them.

Use some scissors (curved nail
scissors work well) and cut just 
outside the embossed line. Turn the
leaves gold side up while cutting as
the edges will be smoother this way.

Place each leaf in turn gold side
up on the embossing mat and make
dotted veins with the tip of the
embossing tool.

Glue the corrugated paper
behind the aperture and glue the
flap closed. Position and glue the
leaves into place. To make the coils
curl the end of the raffia wire
around a pen or your fingertip and
bend to shape, trim to length and
glue at the straight end. Glue the
berries into place to finish.

Actual Size



3D Découpage
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This design is shown in an
AP53U card. White gaps
on the diagrams show a
cut and the red lines show
glue. 
Cut out parts shown and
sticky fix into place.

Cut out all parts shown.
Cut between the various
leaves as marked. Gently
bend the leaves at each cut
so the lower leaves bend
down and the upper leaves
upwards. Sticky fix into
place.

Cut out parts shown.
Sticky fix bows and stars
into place. Cut between
petals on each flower.
Sticky fix into place by 
centres only, gently lift
some petals to give a 
natural effect.

By Jill Fawley

Materials Required:
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Scissors or knife and cutting mat.
Sticky fixer pads or Silicone adhesive. 
3D Découpage paper: DC133 to DC140.
Card mount: See instructions.

How To Make The Cards:
The first layer of each design is a full print, for

all of these designs this first layer will need to be
mounted into the card before starting.

The large size wreaths (DC133 and DC134) come
without a border and look great mounted into a 
circle or square aperture card.

The small wreaths (DC135 
and DC136) have a border which 
can be included in or left off the
picture. If you want to keep the
border they would work just as
well mounted onto a single fold
card, cut round the outer edge of
the border, stick onto the mount
and work onto this.

You can use either silicone
adhesive or some sticky fixers to 
separate the layers. Sticky fixers
are too large as they come and
should be cut into about eight
pieces or smaller if necessary.

This design is shown in an
AP52U card. White gaps
on the diagrams show a
cut and red lines show
glue. 
Cut out all parts shown
and sticky fix into place.

Cut out parts shown. Cut
between the various holly
leaves as marked. Gently
shape the leaves where cut
with the fingers, bending
the top leaves up and
lower leaves down. Sticky
fix into place.

Cut out parts shown. Cut
between each apple and
orange. Sticky fix bow into
place and glue tops of
loops. Sticky fix cinnamon
sticks, apples and oranges.
Cut between flower petals,
sticky fix by centres only.
Gently lift some of the
petals.
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This design is shown in an
AP48G. White gaps on the 
diagrams show a cut and the
red lines show glue. 
Cut out all parts as shown. Cut
between centre candle and leaf.
Sticky fix into place and glue
leaf by centre candle where
shown.

Cut out parts shown. Cut
between leaves, flower and 
candle where shown and
between the front two leaves 
as shown. Curve the leaf in
front of the candle forward 
and the flower and leaf behind
the candle downward. Sticky
fix into place and glue back
flower where shown.

This design is shown in an
AP48G card. White gaps on 
the diagrams show a cut and
the red lines show glue. 
Cut out parts shown and sticky
fix into place.

Cut out parts shown. Cut the
candle top where shown and
lightly bend along the front
rim. Sticky fix at centre and
glue the back where shown.
Cut between leaves and petals
marked. Gently bend the lower
petals downward at each cut to
separate them and add depth.
Sticky fix into place.

Cut out parts shown and cut
them apart from each other 
as shown. Sticky fix the two
leaves into place and glue at
the stems. Cut between each
petal on the flower parts and
sticky fix into place by the 
centres. Adjust the petals to 
create a natural effect.

Cut out flowers as shown. Cut
away petal from right hand
flower and cut between other
petals as shown. Sticky fix
flower into place at centre only.
Sticky fix loose petal into place.



Snow Scenes
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By Conny Jones
These Christmas cards are

made using fimo clay. They are
fairly simple to make following
the instructions and are very
three dimensional.

Materials Required:
Fimo clay in the following
colours: Deep Green, White,
Red, Conker Brown, Terracotta,
Pale Yellow and Black.
Pale Blue tissue paper 
9cm x 13cm.
Scraps of White mulberry paper.
Green mulberry paper 
3cm x 12cm.
White paper or thin card 9cm x 13cm.
Plastic work board.
Craft knife.
Cocktail stick.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP07G Deep Green/Gold.

To Make The Card:
Always work the clay until it is soft and pli-

able. For a more professional finish when adding
details such as eyes, buttons etc. to a piece, make
a small indent with the cocktail stick first. The
diagrams are all actual size so you can easily
check the size and shape of your pieces. Small
variations will not matter to the finished design.

1
23

4

The robin pieces need to be
fairly flat. Mould the red and
pale yellow body pieces, press
the two halves together and
rub the join lightly with a fin-
gertip to blur. Make the wings
in brown and press onto the
body, rub the join as before. 

Picking
the strip
of snow
up care-
fully,
press it
onto the
tree as
shown.

Make four flattened blobs of snow, the dotted lines 
mark the edges of blobs 1 and 2 which are hidden. 
Place pieces 1 and 2 down first and overlap with pieces
3 and 4 as shown.

Using the green clay mould the tree shape. Make the
snow from white fimo and press onto the tree.

All Diagrams Actual Size
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Make a 1cm ball for the snowman’s
head and a slightly larger elongated
ball for the body, press together.
Indent the snowman ready to take
the buttons, eyes, mouth and nose.

Put the hat onto the snowman. Tuck
the broom onto the side. Keep the
scarf end in front of the broom and
wrap it slightly round the handle.

Flatten the bottom of the pot and 
use a cocktail stick to make a hole
through the base. Cut out the chip in
the side of the pot with a craft knife.
Stand the robin on the pot bending
the feet forward slightly.

Make the holly leaves marking the
veins with a knife. Make the berries
from small balls of red.

Press the completed snowman 
gently onto the scene. 

Use brown lightened with a little
white to make the five bristles. Use
conker brown to make the handle
and a tie for the bristles. Press the tie
across the bristles gathering them in
slightly. Press the bristles onto the
top of the handle and spread them
so they look more natural.

The scarf is made from tiny pinches
of red and green flattened hard to
make them very thin. Make the scarf
approx. 6cm long and trim the sides
to neaten. Lift off the board with a
palette knife or similar. Wrap the
scarf around the neck leaving the
ends loose.

Roll a cylinder of black to the size
shown above for the hat. Using 
your fingers pull the fimo out at 
the bottom working round the 
cylinder to make a flattened disc 
for the brim. Shape the brim with
your fingers.

Roll small black balls for the eyes
and buttons and terracotta for the
nose. Roll tiny black balls for the
mouth, place them into the indents
made on the snowman. 

Place the robin and pot onto the
background and press gently.

Make a flat oblong of terracotta and
roll it around the tapered end of a
pencil. Smooth the join with your
finger then carefully remove the pot
from the pencil. 

Make the eye in black, make an
indent in the head with the point of
a cocktail stick and place the eye into
this. Make a tiny pale yellow triangle
for the beak, add to the bird. Use a
cocktail stick or craft knife to make
the markings on the wings. Make 2
feet in terracotta cut the toes through
with a craft knife and add to body.
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Add the leaves and berries to the
scene. Make approx. 20 tiny white
snow balls (for the background). 
Put all the items onto foil and bake
for 30mins at 130˚C.

While the fimo is baking glue the blue tissue
onto the white paper. Tear and add white 
mulberry paper clouds and a little green at the

bottom for the grass. Slip the back-
ground behind the aperture but do not
glue. Once the fimo is cool position the
design onto the background, remove
the card mount and glue the design
into place. Add a little more green mul-
berry allowing the torn edge to overlap
the fimo snow to give a feathery edge.

Slip the design behind the aperture
again and glue on the little balls of
snow. Lay the card face down on the
table as shown. Glue the design onto
the top flap. Place pieces of sticky fixer
round the top of the aperture (will be
the bottom once folded) and remove

the backing pieces. Run a line of glue round the
flap as shown and fold the card up over the
design pressing firmly until it is stuck.

I have included this design as it is
worked in a similar way and you may
enjoy making it as an alternative to the
first design.

Make all the shapes shown on the
expanded diagram, mark the wings and
leaf veins with a cocktail stick or craft
knife. Cut between the robin’s toes and
pull apart to separate them.

Assemble the pieces using the com-
plete diagram to guide you.

Lay the patches of
snow onto the tree and
curve the top of each
piece over the branches 
it covers.

The vines are made
from two very thin
sausages of brown, you
can curve them into
shape as you assemble 
or shape them first and
then carefully transfer
them.

The leaf in front of the
robin is curved around
the front of the trunk.
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  Letters
Here is another selection of your lovely letters

and pictures of your work. Please continue to send
in all your comments on any craft related subject
and of course on the magazine as we always enjoy
reading them.

Skipton, North Yorkshire, BD23

Dear Craft Creations,

I would like to thank you for giving me the inspiration needed in creating
my most recent handmade card. I had been asked to make a card for a
colleague who was leaving to spend more time with her two little boys.

As I was looking for inspiration I saw the new collage sheets in issue 18
and found these made an ideal background in
the large cards (AP44G). My colleague
was absolutely delighted with the card.

I have been making cards since January and
working in an Accident & Emergency depart-
ment I decided to sell my cards to raise
funds for the hospital. Word spread through-
out the departments with ‘special’ cards
being requested from staff I had never heard
of. We held a fund raising day in June with
many stalls, I sold 75 cards and was given 15
orders which I am delighted about.

My only problem now is, when will I have time to fulfil all these orders and
make enough for our next fund raising day. I suggested to my boss that 
I work a 4 day week, leaving me one day to make cards to sell to raise
funds - needless to say he declined!

Mrs T. Mattock

Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN4

Dear Jane,

Last year I bought my husband a glass painting kit for
his birthday (I was trying to get him interested in a
hobby before he retires in 6 years) but he put it away
for a ‘rainy day’.

Last October my husband had a knee op. and was off
work for 3 weeks so I got the kit out. He was bored, he
used it - but very impatiently, I watched and found
myself getting interested. I
had just got issue 16 with
the glass painted holly
spray so I had a go, I
enjoyed it and it was
another string to my bow.

I looked through my back
issues and in issue 8
found the string and foil
patterns. As you can see I
used the patterns to
good effect for glass
painting and used some
peel off stickers. My out-
liner needs a bit more practice but by following different
peoples advice in the magazines, I am gradually improv-
ing. Keeping a steady hand is the problem but I will do it
because, like cake decorating practice will help.

Diana Gleadhill

Morden, Surrey, SM4

Dear Jenny and Paul,

I have just received my latest magazine which is top
standard and great value for money as usual, I really
look forward to each issue.

I know the 3D Découpage prints are intended to make
cards that are for personal use and for sale. What I
want to clarify is - does this apply also to any cards
made from the various projects and what about the
designer profiles and gallery? If you would put me
straight on this I would be most grateful.

Jean Wadley.

Thanks for your letter Jean, we are very often asked this
question. The answer is, you can make and sell any cards
which are presented as ‘how to do it’ type articles as long
as each one is hand made. This type of article usually con-
tains a list of materials required and instructions on how to
make the cards. Some of these articles are less formal with
a selection of similar cards to choose from but there will
still be detailed instructions on how to make them.

The cards you are not allowed to make are in the Readers
Gallery and the Profile articles. These do not contain any
list of materials, there are occasional references as to how
the cards were made but not detailed instructions. You can
of course get inspiration and ideas from these cards but
you may not copy them. I hope this clarifies the situation
for you and many other readers.

Banbury, Oxfordshire, OX15

Dear Editor,

I continue to enjoy the Craft Creations magazine and
have been trying to make some interesting cards for
our relations and friends. 

Your appeal for us to submit our efforts for the vari-
ous articles and gallery has always seemed beyond
my ability, however I am now ready to take the plunge!

I made this card as a result of studying the skill and design of Pam Good-
win - published in issue 16. I love silk painting and machine embroidery and
hope the card is published as a compliment to Pam on her lovely article.

Stella Marmion.

York, YO23

Dear Jenny and Paul,

I thought you might like to see my crafty
cat Rouley with the recent magazine -
greatly enjoyed by us both!

Pamela Morton.

P.S. Over the last 10 months my friend
Betty Metcalfe and I have made over £300 for The Friends of York
Hospitals by selling cards we have made - often inspired by the Craft
Creations magazine.



Embossed Tree
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By Rachel A. Hyde
This delicate design can be done in any com-

bination of colours and as it’s so simple to make
you can send them to all your family and friends.

Materials Required:
Parchment/tracing paper 16cm x 22cm: TR003.
White paper 16cm x 22cm.
Mapping pen and White and Silver ink. 
Masking tape.
1.5mm Embossing tool.
Parchment scissors.
Single needle and four needle tools.
Fine needle and White thread.
Perforating and embossing mats.
Turquoise oil pastel or Dorso crayon.
White spirit or lavender oil.
Soft cloth or paper tissues.

To Make The Card:
Place the parchment paper over the diagram

overleaf lining up the top right hand edge of the
paper with the line where shown. Use masking
tape to keep it from moving while you work.

Using white ink carefully trace over all the
mauve lines. Using silver ink trace over all the
dark grey lines. Mark the centre set of four dots
in each motif, the outer dots can be marked or
punched freehand if you prefer.

Turn the design
over and work on
the reverse side.
Colour the paper
roughly with the
turquoise crayon,
put a few drops 
of lavender oil on
a soft cloth and
gently rub over the
paper to spread
the colour evenly
then leave aside 
to dry.

Place the design face down on the embossing
mat and go over the outlines with the embossing
tool. Leave the corner fans for the moment work-
ing the tree outline, stars, hearts, border design
and scalloped edge. Emboss the hearts inside the
borderline. Make tiny random dots over the tree.

Emboss the centres of the three dots on 
the corner fans and then emboss around - not 
on - the silver teardrops and up to the silver 
line at the edge
of the card.

Place the
design face up
on the pricking
mat and using
the four needle
tool prick all the
holes. Leaving
the design on 
the mat cut the
crosses as shown.
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Place the points of the
scissors into the top two
holes and snip. Repeat
with the top two holes 
of each set of holes. 

Turn the whole design
and mat 1⁄4 turn and snip
the top two holes of every
set again.

Turn another 1⁄4 turn
and repeat and then
another 1⁄4 turn and snip
again. This time a tiny piece of parchment will come
away. Once all the snipping is done lift the design to
check that all the crosses are properly cut. If any have
paper left in them snip again - don’t pull it.

Place the white paper between the pricking mat and
the design lining up the edges on both sheets of paper.
Make two holes with the single needle tool going through
both pieces where marked. Sew the insert to the tracing
and fold along the
dotted line, do not
crease firmly as trac-
ing cracks easily, use
gentle pressure.

Place the folded
card on the pricking
mat and using the sin-
gle needle tool prick
through all four layers
around the scalloped
edge. Gently tear the
excess paper away.



Lygia Jacobs
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Designer Profile
So many readers of

the Craft Creations
Magazine seem to be 
or have been teachers,
and I am no exception!
Whilst studying in the
Netherlands arts and
crafts was one of my
favourite subjects,
which I later also
enjoyed teaching.

Being Dutch “Het Sint Nicolas Feest” (the 
celebration of Bishop St. Nicolas’ birthday on 
the 5th December) was always an inspiration 
to make ‘surprises’.

Later I did handicrafts with my own children
and when time permitted, I made Christmas

cards for appreciative
friends.

I do so love flowers,
they have always been
on top of my birthday
list. It is amazing how
they never fail to lift
my spirits and brighten
up the dullest of days.
After my husband retired I got
much pleasure out of pressing
flowers from our own garden, 
so as my collection expanded 

I started making pressed
flower cards. Wild flowers, 
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ferns, grasses, leaves
and even weeds are just
as important and our
garden never fails to
provide those!

Some dear friends
were also kind enough
to offer me suitable
(small) flowers from
their lovely gardens,
and after a friend intro-
duced me to Craft
Creations there was no
stopping me. The vari-
ety of cards is so great 
I am spoiled for choice. 

I was invited to run
a stall at a local Red
Cross fair which meant
having to make quite 
a number of cards. I
became a Red Cross

volunteer and ever
since I have also
had a stall at their
annual fair and
occasionally at the
N.S.P.C.C.’s and
other charities’ fairs
and events.

Last year, for the
first time, I dared 
to venture out and
took part in a craft
fair. It was a success
and the positive 
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reactions of fellow
artists and customers
were very encouraging.

I feel great joy when
surrounded by my
pressed flowers and a
good selection of card
blanks. When inspira-
tion flows hours pass
like minutes and as a

direct result of this meals are often taken at all
sorts of peculiar times.

The appreciation of others stimulates me
enormously and I feel especially proud upon
hearing that my cards have been framed to
keep by the recipient.

My grandchildren are still a bit too young
(and overseas) but I’m so looking forward to
starting them off with this craft. I would like to
encourage anybody with a love of flowers, a 
bit of patience and some time to start pressing
flowers and just see what they can do with
them!
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Sleighing Snowman
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By Eva Smith

DMC                              ANCHOR  MADEIRA

A  -  White  White              White           White
B   -  817      Deep Red              47             0211
C  -  699      Deep Green         923             1303
D  -  972      Yellow                  298             0106
E   -  310      Black                    403            Black
     -  310      Black outlining   403            Black
     -  Kreinik Metallics Blending filament 032

Stitched on 14 count Navy Aida using 2
strands for the cross stitch and wording. Use 1

strand for the
backstitch.
This design
fits an AP02G
card.

Stitch
Count: width
34 x depth 61.

You could
stitch with a
mixture of
one metallic
silver and
one metallic
gold thread
of any make
if Kreinik is
hard to find.



Lovely Leaves
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By Pam Goodwin
Here is a collection of easy to make

greetings cards, simple but stunning -
using leaves, hand made papers and a
few easily found materials.

Materials Required:
Papers: Mulberry paper is good, it
comes in a variety of colours and is
available in small pieces.
Other hand made papers including
Japanese lace paper, hand printed or
hand painted papers, Maplewood 
tissue etc.
Thin card or brown wrapping paper.
Pressed Leaves: A selection of thin
pressed leaves with interesting shaped
edges. These will need to be prepared
well in advance as they need pressing 
in a flower press or similar for a few
weeks before use. Don’t use tough or
fleshy leaves.
Useful Odds: Metallic spray paint, spray
mount, glue, cellulose thinner, metallic
pens, peel off stickers, old newspapers,
plain paper and a knitting needle or
small thin stick. 
Card mounts: Have a selection of suit-
ably sized mounts for the leaves you are

using, all the cards in this article are DEC6U or DEC6M.
Darker colours usually work really well but look how
nicely the DEC6M Pearl Shantung goes with the silver
and blue above and with the gold and black opposite.

To Make The Cards:
Work in a well ventilated area or outside for the paint-

ing. Cover work surfaces (and anything else you don’t
want to get paint onto) with newspaper. Handle the
leaves carefully as they are quite fragile after pressing.

Choose a leaf, place it onto a sheet of plain paper and
put this onto the newspaper. Spray the leaf all over with
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metallic paint, use
the knitting needle
very carefully to
anchor the leaf or it
will blow around as
you spray. The plain
piece of paper
under the leaf will
make a leaf shaped
‘negative’ which is
great for cards as
well, try using dif-
ferent colour sheets
- black looks good as it contrasts well with the
paint. Spray the leaves one at a time and put
them aside still on the sheet of paper to dry. 

I begin the backgrounds by assembling small
groups of colours that go together and put them
with the chosen card. Then tear and/or cut the
different papers to shape, lay them out overlap-
ping until you have a pleasing arrangement. If
you are cutting the
paper make sure you cut
squarely or it will look
wrong. When tearing the
paper I usually cut first
making it about 2cm
larger than required
then just tear the edges
off. Mount these onto
the card using glue or
spray mount.

Cover the back of the
painted leaf with spray
mount then handling by
the stalk to avoid dam-
aging it place it onto the

prepared card,
then gently
press down.

Finish the
design by
adding a few
touches of gold
or silver to
enhance the
leaf colours.
This can be a
peel off sticker,
metallic pen or
even gutta (silk
paint outliner)
or outliner for
glass painting.



Perfect Puddings
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By Linda Cash

Materials Required:
Glass paints: Yellow, Light Green, Bright Red,
Brown, Dark Blue and Clear.
Outliner: Black and Gold.
Clear acetate 10cm x 10cm: PET01.
Paint brush and brush cleaner.
Double sided tape.
White paper 10cm x 10cm.
Masking tape and scissors.
Gold fine tipped pen.
Card mount: AP10U or DA10U Deep Red.

To Make The Card:
Position the acetate on top of the diagram

below and use a little masking tape to keep it in
place. If there are any finger marks on the acetate
lightly wipe them off before starting.

Use the black outline paste to trace over the
black lines on the diagram and the gold paste to
frame the design, (the rest of the gold is done
after painting). For best results gently squeeze
the tube with the nozzle resting lightly on the
acetate. Any mistakes can be wiped off carefully or simply peeled off when the paste has dried.

Remove the design from the magazine page and
leave to dry for about thirty minutes.

When painting the design, always load your
brush generously with paint to avoid patchy
colours. Apply the paint allowing it to spread
right up to the lines, lift the film now and then to
check the paint covers the area completely. For
the pudding mix the light brown and clear paints
together until you have the shade you like. When
all the colours are painted let the picture dry
overnight in a dust free environment. 

Use the gold outliner to add the highlights on
the berries, the veins on the leaves and the dots
on the plate.

Take the unfolded card and lay it face down
on a white piece of paper. Place lines of double
sided tape round the aperture. Peel the backing
off the tape, position the design face down over
the aperture and press it onto the tape.Actual Size
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Cut a piece of white paper about
1cm bigger than the aperture all round.
Tape this behind the design and stick
the card closed. Leave at least two days
for the paint to cure before popping it
into an envelope.

Why not try a double aperture card,
these are just perfect for glass painting
and the light will shine through your
beautiful picture. If you use a coloured
card put a white insert inside so the
design will contrast against it.

My second design is not only
mounted in a double aperture card
(DA12U) but I have cut round the pud-
ding and hung it on a thread to make a
mobile. This can be removed from the
card and used as a tree or window dec-
oration in years to come.

The pudding and leaves
are painted in exactly the
same way as before. Cut
out all the pieces approx.
1mm from the lines, except

between the two leaves on top of the pudding
where you need to leave slightly more for the
string. Make a hole with a needle, thread a piece
of white cotton through and tie to make a loop.

Stick a pair of leaves onto the centre panel on
the front of the card using the picture as a guide
to positioning. Lay the open card face down and
place the pudding into the centre aperture, posi-
tion it so it will hang centrally just above the
leaves. Tape the top of the loop to the card above
the aperture and tape the card closed as shown.

Open the card and using double sided tape
stick the second pair of leaves inside lining the
tops up with the leaves on the front of the card.

Actual Size



Harvest Fields
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By Angela Betts

Materials Required:
Pigmented wax: 
Blue, White, Yellow, Yellow
Ochre, Dark Green, Medium
Green, Brown, Black, Red
and Rusty Brown.
Glossy White coated card:
ECC03.
Smooth based iron and 
encaustic pen.
Nail or blade for scratching.
Newspapers to work on.
Sheets of White paper.
Tissues to clean iron.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP52U White.

To Make The Card:
Lay out a few sheets of

newspaper to protect your
work surface from heat and
wax. Plug in the encaustic
pen and iron and set heat to 
a low setting. If you are new to this craft
you may not have used an encaustic
pen, it looks something like a soldering
iron and is used in a similar way, see
diagram.

Lay out the wax colours you are
going to use and the tissues then place a

clean sheet of paper on the newspaper with the encaustic
card glossy side up onto this.

As you work wax will become smeared onto the clean
paper. Reposition your work or change the paper for a
clean sheet when necessary to avoid excess wax getting
back onto the iron as you work.
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Again using the pen work the fence leaving
approx. 2cm of field below the fence. Load up
combinations of rusty brown, brown, black and
white and draw vertical and horizontal lines in
the lower part of the cornfield to build up the
fence. Clean the pen.

Next work the foreground in front of the fence.
Load the iron with medium green, smooth the
iron across the card then go over again lifting 
the iron straight up off the surface. Work over 
the lower ends of the fence posts as you go but
take care not to smudge them too much. Clean
the iron.

Using the pen again, load with dark green and
draw in the poppy stalks with bulbous ends for
the buds. Clean the pen and load with red. Draw
in the poppy heads and dot a few more into the
grassy area. Polish the picture lightly with a
clean tissue, trim the edges as necessary and
mount into the card.

Load the encaustic pen with green and white
together and put in just a couple of trees. Load
the pen with dark green and put in more trees
and hedges along the horizon, the paler trees 
will give the scene the illusion of distance. Clean
the pen.

Put rusty brown, yellow and yellow ochre wax
on the edge of the iron as before. Sweep across
the remaining area of card. Working quickly
while the wax is still warm, wipe some wax off
in a sweeping motion top to bottom and left to
right to give a feeling of moving corn. Scratch
some lines onto the corn in a criss-cross pattern.

Apply white and blue wax together to the base 
of the iron as shown. Wipe the waxed area of 
the iron across the top 1/3 of the card. You can
repeat if you are not happy with the result but
try not to wipe more than two or three times as 
it makes the colours thin and dull. Clean iron
with tissues before using another colour.



Toy Soldier
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By Lisa Bates

Materials Required:
Scraps of card: Bright Red, Black, Deep Yellow,
Dark Blue, Flesh, Silver, Gold and White.
Snowflake punch or sequins.
Sequin holly: SEQ20.
Tracing paper, pencil and Black pen.
Scissors/knife and deckle edged scissors.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and sticky fixers.
Card mount: DEC1U Deep Red.

To Make The Card:
Begin by tracing all the shapes onto a piece

of tracing paper. Mark in as you trace, the 
position of the eye, the cut between thumb 
and forefinger on the left hand and the indent
on the arm stripe. 

To transfer the lines place the tracing paper
over a piece of coloured card and pressing quite
firmly go over the lines with a pencil or an
embossing tool to indent the card. Indent all the
shapes onto the correct colour card including

Actual Size
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the three marks described before. Cut all the
shapes out, you can cut the front edge of the 
buttons with deckle scissors if you prefer. To get
the correct shape draw a faint line on the yellow
card from the front edge of the jacket and cut
along this with the deckle scissors.

Add the eye where marked using black pen
and snip the hand. The stripe is an indented line
so nothing further needs to be done with it.

The soldier is made from lots of pieces mak-
ing it quite complex to assemble. Place and join
the pieces on the assembly diagram as you work
following the instructions below. If you don’t
want to risk getting glue on the magazine put a
spare piece of tracing paper over the diagram
before you begin. Cut the sticky fixers into about
six or eight pieces before use.

Assembly Instructions
Place hand ‘B’ onto the diagram without any

fixing. Join the gun ‘C’ and bayonet ‘D’ with glue
overlapping the pieces by 5mm. Put a tiny piece
of sticky fixer onto the top of hand ‘B’ where 
the gun will cover it, peel off the backing and
holding ‘B’ still position the gun correctly and
press it onto the hand. Put aside for later.

Glue the helmet ‘F’ onto the head ‘E’, before
the glue dries place them on the diagram to
check they overlap correctly then put aside.

Glue the edge of buttons ‘J’ and join behind
the front of the jacket ‘K’. Glue the right hand
cuff and join behind buttons and jacket, check 
the position against the diagram. Glue the back
of belt ‘L’ and stick onto jacket. Glue the back of
left hand ‘M’ and join to jacket and belt, check
position again then put aside.

Glue back of stripes ‘O’ and stick onto sleeve
‘N’, put aside. Glue back of feet ‘H’ and join to
legs ‘G’ and put these aside as well.

From now on all the pieces are left on the
assembly diagram after working. Place the gun,
bayonet and hand onto the diagram. Take the
head and helmet, put a little glue on the back of
the piece where it will overlap the bayonet and
gun and press into place.

Position piece ‘A’ on the diagram. Take the
legs and feet, put a little glue on the back at the
top of legs and behind feet only. Join legs to body
and feet to snow.

Put three sticky fixers in a line down the 
centre of the jacket on the reverse side, peel off
the backing and press onto the body. Put a sticky

fixer in the centre of the sleeve and a little glue at
the top, peel off the backing and stick the sleeve
onto the jacket. Glue the sequin holly and berries
to the helmet to complete the soldier.

Turn the soldier over and place sticky fixers
on the back of: the face, helmet, body, and upper
legs. Put a little glue onto the bayonet, right hand
and snow. Peel off all the backing pieces, position
the soldier in the centre of the card close to the
bottom and press into place. Add sequin or
paper punched snowflakes to the background.

To make the greeting I have rubber stamped
with red ink and used a red glitter embossing
powder onto a piece of gold card. You can use a
rubber stamp or one of the many other methods
available including peel off stickers, motifs, 
transfers etc. - whatever you prefer.
Design By: Card Baste Designs. Tel: 07775 667637

Assembly Diagram

Actual Size



Constellations
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By Helga
Dharmpaul

Here are the first
four designs in this
pretty set of twelve
star constellations.
They are very quick
to make and look
fabulous worked
straight onto brightly
coloured cards. For a
really stunning effect
work the design onto
a white decorative
panel card then glue
the whole thing onto
a single fold card
blank, either in a
bright colour or gold
or silver to pick out
the colours of the
stars.
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If you are using a panel card, Leo and Virgo
are worked onto PCD1U’s and glued onto
SF01U’s or SF01M’s. Libra and Scorpio are
worked onto PCD3U’s and glued onto SF03U’s
or SF03M’s. Many other combinations are possi-
ble, try making a design with a combination of
cards you have to hand.

Place the tracing paper over the chosen ‘star
chart’. Using a sharp pencil mark the position 
of all the green dots in the star sign and it’s
name. The stars, beads and lines are shown for
guidance when stitching

Work onto the centre panel of a double fold
card or onto a deckle panel card. Position the
panel to be worked over a pricking mat (a folded
tea towel will do if you don’t have one), place 
the tracing over the card and use a little masking
tape to hold it in place.

Using the pricking tool or a needle pressed
into a cork, prick right through the tracing and
the card beneath. Check that all the holes have
been marked before removing the tracing.

Starting at one end bring the threaded needle
up from the back through the first hole, use a 

Materials Required:
Tracing paper.
Needle.
Silver metallic thread.
Clear seed beads.
Large and small sequin stars (with hole 
through centres).
Sticky tape.
Masking tape.
Pricking tool or a needle pressed into a cork.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Decorative panel card (optional).
Card mount: see instructions.

To Make The Card:
If you don’t want to use a panel card in your

design you need a double fold card to hide the
back of the stitching, Leo and Virgo are worked
onto DF01U’s and Libra and Scorpio are worked
onto DF03U’s.
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small piece of sticky
tape on the thread end
to hold it in place.
Using the diagram for
guidance join the dots
with long straight
stitches to make the
lines. For some designs
you will have to double
back (on the reverse) to
complete all the lines.

When all the lines
have been worked
bring the needle back
up through the hole
you last came up
through (not the last
hole you used but the
one before). Thread a
star of the correct size
followed by a
seed bead onto
the needle. Take
the needle back
through the hole
in the star and
then through the
same hole in the
card and pull the
thread through.

Continue
working back
along the stitch-
es, bringing the

needle up through each hole and threading on
the correctly sized star and bead. Scorpio and
Leo have some very distant stars, for these use 
a seed bead without a sequin star as shown.

Once all the stars have been worked cut the
thread and fasten the end with tape.

Using backstitch work the title in silver thread
following the lines shown on the diagram and
fastening the ends with tape. 

If you have used a double fold card glue the
lower flap and fold to cover the back of the work.
If you have worked onto a panel card apply glue

to the reverse of the
design and stick 
centrally onto the
front panel of a 
single fold card.



Painted Window
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By Sarah Robinson

Materials Required:
Glass Paints: Red, Yellow, Blue and Green.
Black outliner.
Paintbrush.
Clear Polyester Sheet 9cm x 15cm: PET01.
White paper or card 10cm x 16cm.
Masking tape.
Double sided tape: ADH13.
Card mount: AP34G Deep Green/Gold.

To Make The Card:
Place the polyester sheet over the diagram

and tape at the corners to prevent it moving
while you work. Go over the lines and details
using black outliner then leave to dry.

Paint the design using the diagram as a guide
to colours or change them as you please. It’s best
to work all of one colour first then leave to dry
slightly so there is no chance of the colours
bleeding into one another. Leave to dry.

Put strips of double sided tape on the back of
the card around the aperture. Peel the backing
paper off the tape and lining the design up care-
fully with the aperture, press onto the card.

Using double sided tape follow the same
method to stick the white paper behind the
design and stick the card closed. You could use
P.V.A. adhesive for this stage if you prefer.

Actual Size



Quilled Occasions
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By Mary Watts
Pearlised quilling paper is white with

just a fine stripe of pearly colour along
one edge giving a very delicate look to
the finished work. You can substitute
this with coloured paper or try colouring
the edge of white paper yourself.

Materials Required:
3mm Pearl edged quilling paper: 
Pink and Green.
3mm Quilling paper in Dark Pink.
Quilling tool.
16 Count White Aida 10cm x 10cm.
Dark Grey embroidery cotton.
Designer board or piece of cork.
Dressmakers pins.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP09U Parchment White.

To Make The Card:
Using one strand of embroidery

thread stitch the wording onto the aida
fabric following the chart. Iron the 
stitching on the back and position into
the aperture. Glue it into place and 
glue the card closed.

Teddy:
Ears. Make two of these.

Using 1⁄4 lengths of pink pearl
edged paper. Make a loose
coil. Pinch at one end to make
a teardrop then flatten one
side and gently curve the cen-
tre of the flat edge inwards.

The remaining teddy pieces are
off-centre coils. Begin by making
loose coils from the lengths given
below allowing them to loosen
fully before glueing the ends.

Make one coil using a 3⁄4 length for the head,
two 3⁄4 length coils for the arms, the body is a
complete length. The feet are a 1⁄2 length each.

Making the coils off
centre is usually done on
a designer board which
you can buy but, you 
can easily use a piece of
cork and a couple of pins
instead. Select a coil to
work on and place it
pearly edge down into
the correct size former on
the designer board.

Push the centre of the
coil over to one edge
with a pin as shown and
push the pin into the board to hold it in place.
Glue where shown. Once the glue is dry gently 
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twist the pin to separate it from the coil then
remove the coil from the board. Off-set the
remaining coils following the same method.

If you don’t have a
designer board and are
using a piece of cork
follow this method
instead. Place the coil
onto the cork, push two
pins into the board out-
side the coil and just a
little apart. Using a third pin pull the centre of
the coil towards the edge and push the pin into
the cork. The first two pins will stop the coil from
moving, glue as before.

All the diagrams are actual size so you can lay
the pieces onto
them to check the
sizes and shapes.
On the right are
the head and feet.

Shape the body coil, use the
diagram on the right to guide
you, dab a little glue on the back
if necessary and hold until dry.

The two off-centre coils for the
arms need to be pinched at the
top and curved inwards.

Begin assembling the
teddy with the pieces
face down. Glue the ears
onto the head and the
head to the body. Glue
the arms on either side of the body. Turn the
teddy face up and glue the feet onto the front of
the body.

Bow:
I made the bow by

winding the quilling
paper round the teeth

of an afro
style comb as
shown here.

You could
use any similar
pronged item or
simply fold as
shown here
instead. 

Try not to
crease the loops
at the fold. Glue
between the lay-
ers at the centre
only. 

Make a small
tight peg and
glue onto the
folded bow. Cut
two short pieces
of pink and cut
a ‘V’ shape from one end of each. Glue
them onto the bow at the back and
glue the bow to the teddy. 

Actual Size
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Round Flowers:
Make four of these. Using 1⁄8

lengths of quilling paper make
six tight coils in pink and one in
yellow. Glue the six pink coils in
a circle around the yellow one. 

Large Flower:
Using a 1⁄4 length of yellow

make one tight coil. Using 1⁄4
lengths of pink quilling
paper make five petals. Make
a loose coil, pinch slightly 
at one end and push the
quilling tool handle into the
opposite side to shape. Glue
the petals in a circle round
the centre.

Small Leaves:
Make two of these. Using

1⁄8 length of green make a
loose coil and pinch at one
end to shape.

Large Leaves:
Make six of these. Using 1⁄4

length of green make a loose
coil, pinch both ends and
twist slightly to shape.

Glue two lengths
of green together to
make a double thick-
ness strip. Assemble
and glue the pieces
onto the card cutting
stems from the strip
to fit between them as you go. Any stem ends
which do not join onto anything should be
trimmed at an angle as it is more pleasing to 
the eye.

The design below is very similar and without
the child’s teddy makes a lovely wedding card.
You could use the wording from the first design
and use this one as a christening card if you
don’t have much time or are not ready to try 
the off-set coils.

The flowers are the same but I have used 
different coloured quilling paper. The pink is
more of a mauvy pink and the other flowers 
are pale blue.

Actual Size



First Christmas
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By Vanessa Barber

Materials Required:
Small amount of White Double Knitting wool.
Pair of 4mm (No. 10) knitting needles.
1⁄2 Metre of 3mm Red ribbon.
Red 14 count Aida Plus fabric.
Sequin Christmas tree: SEQ37.
White embroidery cotton.
Small safety pin.
UHU All purpose adhesive.
Card mount: DEC3U White.

To Make The Card:
Back stitch the wording

onto the aida using two
strands of white thread. Cut
the fabric to fit along the
long edge of the card leaving
approximately 2mm of card
showing at each end. Cut the
strip to 9 holes wide with the
wording in the centre and
glue onto the front of the
card next to the fold.
Knit the bootees as follows:
Cast on 12 stitches.
Knit 5 rows.
Purl 1 row.
Knit 1 row.
Next row: Purl 1 (yarn round
needle, purl 2 together) 5
times, purl 1.
Knit 1 row.
Next row: Purl 8 stitches,
turn.
Next row: Knit 4 stitches,
turn.
Work 5 rows stocking stitch
on these 4 stitches beginning
with a purl row.
Next row: Knit 4 stitches,
pick up and knit 4 stitches

down side of 5 rows just knitted and knit 4 stitches
from left hand needle.
Next row: Purl 12 stitches, pick up and purl 4 
stitches from side of the 5 rows of stocking stitch,
purl 4 stitches on left needle (20 stitches).
Knit 1 row.
Next row: Purl 7 stitches, purl 2 together, purl to
end (18 stitches).
Cast off loosely. Make a second bootee in the same
way and sew both bootees up.

Attach a small safety pin to the end of the ribbon
and thread through the eyelet holes on the bootee,
make a bow at the front and snip off the long end.
Do the same with the other bootee. 

Cut a 15cm length of ribbon, sew a bootee onto
each end. Fold the ribbon in half and glue onto the
card so the bootees hang down. Glue a tree sequin
on to cover the fold in the ribbon or make a small
bow from ribbon instead if preferred.



Designer Profile
I was born in

Warrington, Lancashire
in 1949. My dad was in
the army so we moved
from place to place,
very often travelling 
to various fascinating
countries. My interest
in art was gradually
formed and nurtured
by seeing and enjoying
so many different cultures. Seeing the world
opens your eyes to many ways of life and the
vast differences in our artistic traditions.

I grew up, got
married and put my
life on a back burn-
er as so many of us
do when children
arrive. Somewhere
along the line I
became depressed,
deeply so, maybe
because there was
no time for ‘me’, for
my interests beyond
the children which
in turn caused frus-
tration as I thought
of my latent talent

Christine Stokes
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going to waste. I love my children dearly but that
didn’t stop the feeling of being a ‘sacrificial lamb’
for other mortals.

Eventually I knew I had to do
something, so I plucked up the
courage to attend an art class. From
the first moment being with other
people with the same interests and
aspirations, I knew it was for me.

I began at
last to draw,
paint and to
create, I had
a new found
strength. I be-
gan to enter
exhibitions
and sell my
work. I was
commended
at my second
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art exhibition which gave me a
real boost and I passed my ‘A’
level in Art & Design soon after.

My tutor Helen Royse, who
has been a tower of strength
throughout, suggested that I
tried some silk painting. It was
fascinating, from that day on I
was completely hooked. I began
making scarves then cards and
bookmarks which I sell in shops
and at craft fairs.

The best way to start is to have a good supply
of card blanks, when you become accomplished
you will need plenty to hand. I then begin by
stretching the silk onto a frame, if you don’t have
a silk frame an old picture frame will do nicely
for this. Use three point pins to secure the silk to
the frame.

Draw out the design lightly in
pencil then go over it in gutta and
leave to dry. Colour the main design
first, drop in the colours using a fine
to medium brush. When dry paint
the background and while the paint
is still wet scatter a few salt crystals
over it. The salt makes the colours
move in different ways and produces
lovely patterns across the silk.

When the paint is dry brush off the salt and
fix the paints following the instructions given
with them, this is usually by ironing. I usually

stiffen the silk with an
iron on interfacing at
this point. This really
helps to keep the design
nice and flat for mount-
ing into the card.

Cut the design to fit
into the card aperture
leaving about 1cm extra
all round, I prefer to
use glue to mount the
design into the card 
but you can use double
sided tape or clear tape.

I enjoy making little scenes as well as the ever
popular flowers. You will probably find as I do
that people frame the pictures to keep as they
can’t bear to part with them.



Pillar Box Robin
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By Sue Clark

Materials Required:
3mm Quilling paper: Dark Brown, 
Bright Red, Pale Blue, Bright Green.
Bright Red card 60mm x 100mm.
Scraps of Black and White card.
Quilling tool.
Black and Red pens.
Tracing paper and sharp pencil.
Sticky fixers.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: SF03G White/Gold 
Happy Christmas.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over the diagram of

the pillar box and trace all the pieces except the
grass.

Place the tracing over an appropriately col-
oured piece of card and re-trace over the lines
pressing firmly to indent the card slightly. When

you have retraced all the pieces cut them out.
Cut a piece of green quilling paper to a length

of 8.5cm for the strip of grass, I have ribbled
mine but it will look fine plain if you don’t have
a ribbler.

Assemble the pillar box using P.V.A. adhesive,
glue just along one edge of the lid and base and
overlap by about 3mm - 5mm. Take care that the
top corners of the box do not show above the
curve of the lid.

Glue the slot and notice onto the box and
using black pen draw in some squiggles for the
words. Draw a stamp on the letter using red pen
and the wording in black.

Cut a sticky fixer into eight pieces. Stick some
of the pieces to the back of the pillar box, not too
close to the edge or they will show. Peel off the
backing and stick the pillar box to the card. Place
a small piece of sticky fixer onto the back of the
letter and put the letter aside for later.

Actual Size
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Make two loose coils in
dark brown using a 20cm
length for the head and a
30cm length for the body.
Pinch the body at one end
and shape slightly.

Make a small peg from
5cm of pale blue paper and
glue the end before remov-
ing from tool. The centre
needs to be very tight so
that the eye is small enough
overall. If you don’t have a
very fine tool roll between
your finger and thumb
instead.

For the tail make a loose
coil using a 20cm length of
dark brown. Pinch one end
to make a teardrop then
holding by the pinched end
push a cocktail stick into
the rounded end, pinch 
corners to make a sharp
arrowhead.

Using a 15cm length of
bright red make a loose coil,
squash the coil between
your fingers until it is fairly
flat then pinch at either end
and curve to shape.

Use dark brown for the
beak. Cut a 10mm length
and crease in the centre for
the beak. 

Cut 16mm length of
dark brown, fold in half
then fold both sides in half
again as shown to make 
the feet.

Assemble the robin
glueing the pieces
together where they
touch each other. 

Glue the robin
onto the card to perch
nicely on the pillar
box. Peel the backing
off the sticky fixer on
the back of the letter
and stick the letter
onto the card.

All Diagrams On This
Page Are Actual Size.
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By Anne Ellis
Most of the materials used to make these

designs are just odds and scraps, you can 
easily substitute many of them whilst keeping
the shape and style of the trees.

For backgrounds I have used coloured
card and mulberry paper, try pale blue card
for sky with white mulberry paper for snow,
or go abstract with a single colour back-
ground in card or mulberry paper. 

For the trees themselves you will need
glossy bright or dark green card or scraps of
card which you can paint with acrylic paints.
The covered trees use scraps of any colour
card as it won’t show when finished.

The decorative materials covering my 
trees are a variety of green bits and pieces as
follows: mulberry paper, net (from onions or
kiwi fruit), shredded paper and narrow tape
(both available from good stationers). The
gold stars can be paper, sequins, peel offs or
cut from Christmas wrapping paper. One tree
trunk is made from a small piece of wood, the
others are gold foiled card.

You will need the usual basics, a variety of
card mounts with or without apertures, tracing
paper, P.V.A. adhesive, glue stick, scissors, ruler,
pencil, and finally sticky fixers to add depth
when mounting the trees.

Begin with the background, if you are making
several cards you can do all the backgrounds
first. For aperture cards simply glue the back-

ground pieces into the card and glue the card
closed. For non aperture cards use a decorative
panel card stuck on with P.V.A. adhesive or
sticky fixers. As an alternative you could try torn
mulberry paper, this gives a lovely soft edge.

Choose a tree shape you like from the selec-
tion given and trace over the black lines only.
Turn the tracing face down over a piece of green
card and retrace over the lines to transfer them.
Cut out the tree, if you want to make several
trees all the same you can use this one as a 
template to draw round for the others. Decorate

the tree as required and mount it onto 
the card using pieces of sticky fixers to
separate it from the background and 
add depth.

Cut a trunk from gold card to match
the style of the tree, use sticky fixers to
attach it to the card. Add a star to the 
top of the tree.

Netting Tree: Simply stretch the net
over the tree and glue at the back before
mounting. 

Shredded Paper Tree: Glue evenly over
the tree using a glue stick, press some
shredded paper onto the tree scrunching
the paper and trimming as necessary.
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Mulberry Tree: Using
the tree shape as a template
cut a piece of mulberry
paper about 1cm larger all
round. Glue the paper onto
the tree folding the edges
and glueing at the back,
you may need to snip at
the corners so it lies flat.

Woven Tree: Cut 3 strips
of green a little longer than
the card tree. Glue them onto the tree at the very
top only, one each side and one in the centre as
shown. Weave strips across the strands until the
shape is filled. The centre strand is left long for
the trunk. Trim the rest of the ends to follow the
shape of the tree leaving about 1cm all round.
Fold the ends round the tree and glue at the back.

Note: If you have trouble getting decorations
that fold round the back of the tree to stick, make
a second card tree slightly smaller than the first
(use the faint lines on diagrams) and glue it to
the back of the decorated tree before mounting.

Actual Size
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By Denise Albury

Materials Required:
Rubber stamps by M.J. Stamps: 
Sun/Moon 4009F and Stars 4027A.
Pigment ink pads: Gold and Silver.
Heat gun and Clear embossing powder.
Gold card 70mm square.
Black card 80mm square.
Scrap of Silver paper.
Old newspapers and clean paper.
Very fine paintbrush.
Wide Gold ribbon and matching bow.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: SF03U Black.

To Make The Card:
Cover the work surface thickly with

newspaper to protect it from the heat.
Put a piece of clean paper over the news-
paper so the print does not come off on
your work.

Apply the gold pigment ink to the
star stamp, then stamp randomly over
the front of the greetings card re-inking
the stamp as necessary. Clean the stamp
off and leave the card to dry. Repeat
using silver ink and don’t worry about
the stars overlapping in places. Leave
aside to dry.

Apply gold pigment ink to the sun half of the
sun/moon stamp and silver ink to the moon half.
Stamp centrally onto the square of black card and
sprinkle embossing powder over the ink.

Tip off the excess powder and check the
design very carefully for stray dots of powder.
This is important as they will emboss with the
design and become much more prominent than
they are now. If there are any dots tap the card
lightly on the work surface to remove them. If
this doesn’t work use a very fine paintbrush,
dampen the tip and dab it on kitchen roll until it
is almost completely dry again. The paintbrush
will pick up any loose dots, take great care not 
to touch the inked design.

Emboss the design using the heat gun, move
it about a little and don’t hold it too close to the
work or you will scorch the card. Watch the
design carefully and as soon as you see it is
embossed all over turn off the heat gun and 
place it onto the newspaper until it is cool.

Trim the stamped design to leave a narrow
black border. Tear the edges of the silver paper
and glue it into place behind the moon half of 
the stamp. Glue the stamped design with the 
silver paper attached onto the gold square.

Cut a length of ribbon to fit diagonally across
the card with a little extra for folding over. Glue
it onto the card, fold the ends over and glue into
place. Glue the rubber stamped square onto the
card and the bow onto the ribbon.
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By Anita Light
These cards are great if you tend to leave

everything to the last minute as they are very
quick and simple to make 

Materials Required:
Selection of pretty ribbons in Christmas colours.
Scraps of White or Cream card.
Deckle edged scissors.
Gold or Silver bows.
Rubber Stamps or peel off wording.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and sticky fixers.
Gold and Silver single fold card mounts in 
various sizes.

To Make The Card:
Select a card and some contrasting ribbon.

Cut a length of ribbon to fit across the width of
the card and another to fit along the length.

Smear a little glue onto the back of the ribbon
close to the cut at each end to prevent it from
fraying and glue the two pieces onto the card to
make an off-centre cross.

Using the deckled scissors cut a small tag to
fit nicely with the size of card you are using. I
have rubber stamped the wording onto these 
as I already have a good selection of suitable
stamps. I used a clear ink pad, and embossed
using gold powder.

If you don’t have any suitable stamps there
are plenty of quick and easy ways to get similar
results. Try peel off wording - quick, cheap and
really easy to do. 

If you have a home computer and a printer
then simply print the words onto a sheet of thin

card in the font of your choice, use a
very light grey colour for the print.
You can buy a variety of lovely pens
in gold and silver as well as lots of
other colours and simply write over
the printed text for a superb result.
Cut the tag to size with the deckled
scissors.

Attach the tag using a piece of
sticky fixer at each end and glue the
bow onto this.

You can make cards for most
occasions using this method just
change the colour and message. If
you have children they will enjoy
making them too.
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Above: Audrey Bostock, Warwickshire.
Handmade paper background which has
leaves in it giving a sort of woodland
effect. I have overlaid this with very fine
slices of dried mushroom.

Left: Mr Akintola, London. 
Glass paint on acetate backed with 
crumpled silver foil.

Below: M. Smith, Hertfordshire. 
Design cut from an old card and mounted
with sticky fixers. 

Below: Shirley McCoy, North
Humberside. This card was made
from oddments left over from other
projects. Cross stitch using wool on
plastic canvas mounted onto a panel
and stuck onto the card.

Left: 
Alison Hoodless,
Kent. 
The teddy bear
was made in a
mould and 
hand painted. 
I mounted the
teddy onto 
corrugated card
and some torn
mulberry paper 
and scattered
sequin confetti
over the back-
ground.

Left: Sheila Rowling, Cleveland. 
Snippets of hand painted silk cut into shape and
mounted onto the card, outlined and decorated
with relief paint.

Far left: G. Munns, Hertfordshire. Photograph
mounted onto card, the mount is decorated with
quilling to echo the colours in the picture.

Below: Ruth Wolfe, Essex. 3D Découpage design
made using cigar box pictures.
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Below: Valerie Hill, Hertfordshire.
Peel off sticker on acetate which has
then been glass painted and backed
with yellow mulberry paper.

Above: Thelma Ord, Norfolk.
Handmade paper background with a
quilled flower and paper cut flowerpot.
Above right: S. Crowhurst, West Sussex.
The large leaf is rubber stamped and
glitter embossed. Mounted with a sticky
pad onto a holographic background.
The small leaves are made with a paper punch

using the holographic
paper and green to
match the main leaf.
Right: 
M.E. Jervis, Swansea.
Calligraphy wording
surrounded by
pressed flowers.
Centre: 
J. Mather, Cumbria.
3D Découpage
design made
with silicone
adhesive.

Left: Lesley Grant,
Cambridgeshire. 
I have drawn and
painted the stick
hands, face and
bird, the wording
is rubber stamped.
The scarecrow
himself is cut from
fabric and stuck 
to the card using
bondaweb.
Right: J. Link,
Gloucestershire. 
The ladybird is
computer generat-
ed and printed
out, I have torn
the edges of the
paper, coloured
with a gold pen
and mounted onto
crumpled sprayed
gold paper which
is in turn mounted
onto a gold panel.

Above: Margaret
Denslow, Dorset. My
bouquet is cut from a
plant catalogue and fixed
into the card in layers
with sticky fixer pads.
Below: Gay Wagstaff,
Cheshire. Plastic ‘jewels’
mounted onto corrugat-
ed card and hand made
paper panels.
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Above: Joy Williams, Oxfordshire. Mount board
panel with felt bootees trimmed with lace and
bows, gold pins and peel off stickers.

Left: 
Joan Fenwick,
Enfield. 
A hand embroi-
dered autumnal
design that com-
plements the 
floral border on
the card, with
added calligra-
phy wording.
Below right: 
Sheri Carpenter,
West Sussex.
Design made
using some silk
flowers, sequin
leaves and ribbon
rosebuds.

Below right: Vi Lawrence,
Cheshire. Hand drawn back-
ground, mouse made from
pressed leaves, stems and flow-
ers all covered with thermaseal.
Below: June Barker, North
Yorkshire. Pinhole embroidery
design worked on a hand cut
panel which has then been
mounted onto a card blank and
a peel off added.

Centre: Margaret Hogg, Tyne & Wear.
The butterfly and corner designs are parchment
which I have painted with cake decorating lus-
tre. I have mounted the main butterfly onto blue
ribbled card.
Right: Ann
Hunt, East
Sussex. Gold
foil overlaid
with net and
strips of gold
edged lace.
Below: 
Sylvia Paxton,
Londonderry.
Fabric butter-
fly mounted
onto hessian
with bows 
of hessian
strands.
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Below: Joyce Jerome, Berkshire. This card has
been made using a paper punch. The bottom 3
motifs are cut directly into the card mount. The
centre 3 motifs are cut from yellow card also 
cutting the heart from the circle with a knife. 
The top 3 motifs are the punchings from the 
centre of the middle ones. The wording and 
a yellow insert are printed on a computer.

Above: Betty Holt, Oxford.
Square cut from patterned fabric
decorated with a tassel. The
‘stitching’ around the edge of the
card is drawn with gold pen.

Below centre: 
Mary Magnus, Balearic Islands. 
An English girl who is at present serving a
prison sentence on this island is getting married,
I was invited to make posies for the bride and
bridesmaid. I took photographs of the posies
and mounted them into cards so the bride
would have some to send to family and friends.
Below: Eunice Wilman, West Yorkshire. 
Paper punched teddies with details drawn in.
The picnic mat is made and printed on the com-
puter. The grass and cloud is cut from paper and
a smiley sticker for the sun.

Below: Ann Lomer, East Sussex.
The background to this design is
mulberry paper, over which is a
design made from quilling paper,
decorated with holographic cut
out shapes and glitter glue.

Above: Jeanette
Lambert, Surrey. 
The lighthouse and
seagulls are rubber
stamped and
embossed then
coloured with felt
pens.
Left: 
J. House, Coventry.
Card decorated with
paper shapes stuck
with sticky fixers.
Wording is a silver
peel off and bow is 
silver cord.
Centre: 
J. Heap, Norfolk. 
Hand written words
and border design.
Penguin cut from
paper with a rolled 
up paper certificate.
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